Host SM_Darlene says:
Prelude:  A week has past since the crew has returned to their regular duties.  All the children rescued from Madestia have been reunited with their families, however many of the children and their families who reside on the station are still undergoing intensive counseling sessions.

Station operations are running normally.

Cast of Characters

Chad Snyder as CO Captain Micjoran Pavielion
Craig Yoshihara as CTO Commander Christian Danforth
Randy Tirazona as CEO Commander Corjet Randy
Eric VanSickle as CSO Lieutenant Taliza Cal
Juanita Wilson as CNS Lieutenant Junior Grade Alana Torez
James Alan Young as CIV Cadet Ferrone
David Shirley as OPS Lieutenant David Shirley
Terry Gruber as FCO Ensign Stephanie Thomson

Guest Appearance

SM-Darlene Wise as Admiral Trevor

Host SM_Darlene says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Kootenai Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Sitting at a table on the Promenade putting the finishing touches on a paper for the Academy::

CNS_Alana says:
::Standing in her office, Taps COM badge::  *CSO*: I would like to meet with you sometime today, but right now I am still busy with another appointment.  I will call you when I am done!

CEO_Corjet says:
::Walks around Main Engineering, checking everything off of his check list:: Self: Just one more station. ::Smiles and sighs with relief.  Looks over the crewperson’s shoulder and starts looking at the console readings::

CTO_Danforth says:
::At his station in Operations::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Double checks her appearance, finds it in order and exits her quarters::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Going over security sweeps::  *CNS*: Acknowledged.  I'm rather busy right now myself.

OPS_Shirley says:
::Walks out of the transporter room and heads to the turbolift and enters:: Operations.

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Mumbles to self:: In conclusion, the phaser beam arcs 12.1° when exposed.

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
@::Standing near the docking hatch on her ship, as it docks in docking bay 3::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks to the crewperson with a slight frown as he points to one of the controls on the console then smiles as he adjusts the control.  Pats him on the shoulder and heads to his office::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Walks to the turbolift and enters:: turbolift: Operations.

CTO_Danforth says:
*CNS*: Counselor, when should I schedule an appointment?

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Stands from his chair and exits his ready room::  *CNS*: Counselor, please meet me at docking bay 3.  ::Boards the turbolift::

CNS_Alana says:
*CSO*: Acknowledged.  I... ah… ::Gets a message from CO::

CSO_Taliza says:
::As the CO passes:: CO: Security sweep complete.

OPS_Shirley says:
::Walks out of the turbolift into Operations and walks up to the CSO::  CSO: Lt. David Shirley reporting for duty, Sir.

FCO_Thomson says:
::Exits the 'lift and takes a look around::

CNS_Alana says:
*CO*: Acknowledged, Sir, on my way.

CSO_Taliza says:
OPS: Welcome aboard, David.  Uh, is David your given or surname?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Finishes his inspection report and then files it to Starfleet Command, Starfleet Corps of Engineers, the Captain of Kootenai Station and all the senior staff.  Then taps away at his console::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
ACTION: The Admiral's ship docks with the station.

OPS_Shirley says:
CSO: It is the name I go by, Sir, Lt. David Shirley is my name.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Directs the turbolift for docking bay 3::  *CIV*: Cadet, please meet me at Docking Bay 3 with a security team, you are to be the Admiral's personal escort while she is onboard.

CNS_Alana says:
*CSO*:  I have to meet with the CO so I will get back to you.

CSO_Taliza says:
OPS: If it's okay with you, David when I'm on duty, I'll call you Lt. Shirley.  I never call people by their given names here.

CTO_Danforth says:
::Enters the docking bay::

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Drops his PADD::  *CO*: Y-yes, Sir!

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Exits the docking hatch into the airlock and walks slowly along the gangway towards airlock 3::

OPS_Shirley says:
CSO: Aye, Sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
*Ops*: I was wondering when the Admiral was due to dock? ::Gets up and heads to a repeater station::

CSO_Taliza says:
*CNS*: Gotcha. ::Closes channel:: Self: Whew!

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Exits the turbolift and walks down the gangway towards the airlock::

Host SM_Darlene says:
<Relief OPS> *CEO*: The Admiral’s ship is docking now, Sir.

CTO_Danforth says:
::Hopes the CO notices all the great work being done by the tactical crew::

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Hops to it and grabs the closest turbolift:: Turbolift: Docking Bay 3.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Goes over the stores list for the items and supplies slated for the Admiral’s ship::

CNS_Alana says:
::Walks out of her quarters and enters the turbolift:: Turbolift: Docking bay 3.

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Exits airlock 3::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Stops at the airlock, waits as the door opens and the Admiral steps through, comes to attention::  Admiral: Sir, Welcome to Kootenai Station!

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Exits the turbolift and heads down the corridor towards docking bay 3::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sees that the Admiral’s ship has arrived and gathers his Engineering team together:: ET01A: Let’s get to docking bay 3.

FCO_Thomson says:
::Walks towards a science officer:: CSO: Sir, Ensign Thomson, reports for duty, Sir.  ::Blushes as she realizes she said Sir twice::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Hears the CO and turns around:: CO: Thank you.  You must be Captain Pavielion?

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Turns a corner and almost bumbles into the Admiral.  Stands stiff when seeing both Admiral AND Captain::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
Admiral: Yes, Sir.  I must apologize, but my Executive Officer is away attending a conference, so he will be unable to join us.

CNS_Alana says:
::Walks up to CO and stands::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
CO: Not a problem, Captain.  I have your new orders here in my briefcase.  Shall we meet in your Ready Room?

CSO_Taliza says:
::Hears an Ensign report to him:: FCO: Thomson, eh?  ::Looks her over:: Welcome to Kootenai Station.  We have needed a flight officer for quite some time.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Watches as Engineering Team 01 Alpha get ready to head to Docking Bay 3:: ET01A: Go ahead.  I better stay for the possible inspection.  Jones, you take lead of this team.

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Looks at the CNS then at the stiff Cadet:: CIV: At ease, Cadet.  Who might you be?  ::Starts to walk towards the turbolift::

FCO_Thomson says:
CSO: Thank you, Sir.  I'm glad to be here.  ::Blushes some more then moves as a Lieutenant reports in::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
Admiral: Yes, Sir, this way.  ::Nods in the direction and falls in step with the Admiral::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Jones> CEO: Aye, Sir.  I'll move the team into position and talk with the Ship’s Engineer or Captain.  I'll report back when I find out anything.

CTO_Danforth says:
::Walks among the security teams near the ship and goes over the roster::

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Stands at ease and while walking behind the group::  Admiral: Sir, Cadet Ferrone.

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Follows along with the CO, CIV and CNS::  CIV: Ferrone?  Any relation to Admiral Ferrone?

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Wonders what the Admiral will think of the cadet when she figures out his relation to Admiral Ferrone::

CEO_Corjet says:
EO: Aye.  Make sure the area is secure too.  ::Turns to his Beta team and talks with them::

CTO_Danforth says:
::Waits for the CO, CIV, CNS and Admiral to pass by then falls in line with two of his tactical officers::

CIV_Ferrone says:
Admiral: No, Sir...  Uhh... ::Pauses::  Yes, Sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Jones> ::Nods and then moves the Engineering Team 01 Alpha to Docking Bay 3.  Then wait for a moment.  Then talks with the Chief Engineer of the ship and looks over the list of supplies and repairs::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Continues to stand at attention, wondering if she should move to her station.  Takes a furtive look around to see her station::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Pauses and turns back to the Cadet::  CIV: Which is it, “No” or “Yes”?

CNS_Alana says:
::Walks with CO and Admiral and CIV, thinking silently while they carry on conversations::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Is puzzled by the cadet's double response::  Admiral: Sir, if you so desire, we have set aside some quarters while you are onboard.

CIV_Ferrone says:
Adm. Trevor:  Yes, Sir.  He's my father.

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
CO: Thank you, but I will be leaving as soon as my business here is concluded.  I'm meeting Admiral Mitchell at Starbase 2045 in 7-days.

CSO_Taliza says:
OPS/FCO: I should introduce myself.  I'm Lt. Taliza Cal, Chief Science Officer.  And as you both should tell, I'm Bajoran, so call me Taliza when on duty.

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Walks towards the turbolift:: CIV: Your Admiral James Ferrone's son?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Makes one last round for pre-inspection:: EO: Looking good.  Stand a bit straighter. ::Smiles and proceeds::

CTO_Danforth says:
::Follows along quietly as the Admiral seems to take no notice of him::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Nods stiffly:: CSO: Aye, Sir!

OPS_Shirley says:
CSO: Aye, Sir.

CSO_Taliza says:
OPS/FCO: And you're welcome to call me Cal when we're off duty.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Nods::  Admiral: Of course, though I hope you will stop by a visit us sometime, enjoy the station.  ::Stops at the turbolift door as the herd of officers enter::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Jones> *CEO*: I've gone over the list with the ships CEO and we've got everything ready and in place.  Clearance to start, Sir?

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
CO: Yes, I just might do that if I can ever take some of my shoreleave time.  ::Smiles::

CIV_Ferrone says:
Adm. Trevor: Yes, Sir.

CSO_Taliza says:
OPS/FCO: At ease... ::Turns head to FCO:: FCO: ...before you strain something.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Pauses:: *:EO*: Aye, Jones, go ahead.  If you find anything out of the ordinary give me a call.  Corjet, out. ::Proceeds to the next station::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Relaxes a smidge:: CSO: Yes, Sir, permission to go to my station?

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
CIV: Well, well, well.  I've known your father for many years.  He's a fine man, indeed.  ::Enters the turbolift::

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Continues to accompany the group but does not offer a response::

OPS_Shirley says:
::Looks around to see where everything is::  CSO: Sir, my I get a look at my station as well?

CSO_Taliza says:
OPS/FCO: You can both take your stations.  However, we're going to be called to a briefing soon, I suppose.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Jones> ::Nods and then enters the Admiral’s ship and starts the transfer of supplies and equipment.  Then starts the repairs needed and requested by the ships CEO:: ALL: Let's get it done as quickly as possible.  Don't forget security too!  And please.. be careful. ::Smiles and moves with all the other Engineers::

FCO_Thomson says:
CSO: Understood, Sir.  ::Snaps back to attention then moves off to her station::

OPS_Shirley says:
CSO: Aye, Sir.

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
CIV: Tell me, Cadet, how is your father these days?  I haven't seen him in at least three years.  ::Ponders as she rides up to deck one::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Watches as FCO heads to her station:: FCO: Ms. Thomson?

CTO_Danforth says:
::Enters the turbolift with the Admiral and CO::

CNS_Alana says:
::Enters the turbolift after the Admiral and the others::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Enters the turbolift and directs it towards Operations, is slightly crammed in::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sighs with a smile and heads over to the entrance of Main Engineering, pacing a bit as he waits:: Self: I just know this is going to be a long day.

OPS_Shirley says:
::Finds his station and hits a couple of buttons checking all systems then programs his station to his preferences::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Turns back to the CSO:: CSO: Yes, Lieutenant?

CIV_Ferrone says:
Adm. Trevor: He's fine, Sir.

CSO_Taliza says:
FCO: What's your first name?

CNS_Alana says:
::Exits turbolift into Operations, stepping aside as the Admiral exits::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
CIV: Good, good.  Well, I'm sure you will make a fine Starfleet Officer.  ::Smiles and walks out of the turbolift into Operations::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Exits into Operations::  All: Admiral on Deck!

CSO_Taliza says:
::Snaps to attention::

OPS_Shirley says:
::Snaps to attention::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Snaps to attention, almost choking herself on her reply::

CTO_Danforth says:
::Walks into Operations with his security team and stands at attention::

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Follows the group out into Operations::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Looks over at all the officers standing at attention:: All: At ease!  ::Follows the CO to his Ready Room::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Goes at ease and relaxes when the Admiral enters the Ready Room::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Relaxes and watches the CO and Admiral enter the Ready Room::

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Isn't sure if he should continue on to the Ready Room::

OPS_Shirley says:
::Thinks: Nice 1st day on the job and there are command officers all around::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Jones> ::Over sees all work and re-supplying of the ship.  Sighs a bit tiredly:: Self: I would have never guessed this would be as intense as it is. ::Laughs and then starts directing the repairs::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Walks to his Ready Room::  Security: Stay outside ::Enters his Ready Room with the Admiral behind him and moves behind his desk::  Admiral: Please, take a seat.  Would you like anything to drink?

CSO_Taliza says:
FCO: You were about to say?

CTO_Danforth says:
::Nods to his security people to stay outside::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Turns back to the CSO:: CSO: Sir, I'm afraid I forgot what you asked.  ::Blushes::

CTO_Danforth says:
::Turns to the FCO and the OPS officers::

CSO_Taliza says:
FCO: First name?

CTO_Danforth says:
::Approaches Lieutenant Shirley::

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Stands outside the Ready Room door waiting for the Admiral to leave::

CTO_Danforth says:
OPS: Mr. Shirley is it?

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Sits down in one of the chairs in front of the CO's desk::  CO: No thank you.  We have urgent business to discuss so I'd prefer to get down to business.

FCO_Thomson says:
CSO: Oh, yes, right.  ::Stutters a bit:: It's, umm, it's Stephanie, Sir.

OPS_Shirley says:
CTO: Yes, Sir.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Takes a seat::  Admiral: As you wish, Sir. ::Sits and listens::

CTO_Danforth says:
OPS: So how long have you been on the station now?  You look like you just got here.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Lets out a hum:: FCO: Thank you.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Walks over to the Master Situation Display and brings up some information on the ship:: Self: Jones should be done in another 30 minutes or so.  ::Sends a message to the CEO of the ship and talks with her for a minute then turns back to pace once again at the entrance of Main Engineering::

OPS_Shirley says:
CTO: I just got here, Sir.

CNS_Alana says:
::Takes seat in Operations waiting to be summoned to the Ready Room if required::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Takes a PADD out of her briefcase and hands it to the CO:: CO: Here is the approval you recently requested for one of your crew.

FCO_Thomson says:
::Snaps to attention:: CSO: Sir.  ::Then moves to flight control::

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Standing by the Ready Room door listening to the command crew talk::

CTO_Danforth says:
OPS: Why don't I show you around the station a bit until the CO calls for us?

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Takes the PADD from the Admiral, places it on his desk::  Admiral: Thank you, Sir.

CSO_Taliza says:
CNS: Counselor?  ::Beacons her over::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Jones> ::Directs the replacement of the anti-matter pods.  Then walks over to the guide rails.  Looks closer and stops the replenishment:: EO: Get a replacement guide here now.  ::Looks over to the rest of the team::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Paces a bit more and wonders what's going on::

OPS_Shirley says:
CTO: That would be nice, Sir.

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Takes another PADD from her briefcase and hands it to the CO:: CO: And here is the information on your new assignment.  I would appreciate it if you would call you senior staff to the Briefing Room and I will brief everyone at the same time.

CNS_Alana says:
::Stands then walks over to the Science Station::  CSO: Yes?

CTO_Danforth says:
OPS: Follow me.  ::Starts walking toward the turbolift::  Did you know I was the OPS officer before you?

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Glances over the PADD::  Admiral: Yes, Sir.  Would you mind if a took care of this matter first?  ::Motions towards the other PADD that she handed him::

OPS_Shirley says:
::Follows the CTO:: CTO: No, Sir.  I did not have a chance to look in the computer for any information yet, Sir.

CSO_Taliza says:
CNS: ::Points over to flight control:: You see our new FCO?

FCO_Thomson says:
::Takes a look at the flight control console, recognizing most parts, but not others::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
CO: Not at all, Captain.  Shall we proceed to your Briefing Room then?  ::Stands holding her briefcase::

CTO_Danforth says:
::Enters the turbolift:: OPS: Yes, she's a fine station.  If you need anything, just let me know.  The Operations crew is a great crew.

CSO_Taliza says:
CNS: You sense any nervousness from her?

CTO_Danforth says:
::Enters the turbolift:: Turbolift: Promenade.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Jones> ::Gathers the team together and orders them to get over to the shuttle bay and assist with the repairs there.  Then starts to replace the anti-matter storage pod guide:: Self: Good thing only one is slightly damaged and we finished with brining new ones aboard. ::Looks over to the CEO who's closely inspecting his work::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
Admiral: Of course, Sir, I will be there in a few minutes.

OPS_Shirley says:
   ::Enters the turbolift behind the CTO:: CTO: I am sure it is but I do hear that the CEO here is picky about his systems.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
*CEO*: Commander, please assemble the senior staff in the Briefing Room immediately.

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
CO: Very well.  ::Exits the Ready Room and looks at the Cadet::  CIV: Escort me to the Briefing Room, please.

CIV_Ferrone says:
Adm. Trevor: Yes, Sir.  ::Calls out::  Admiral on deck!

CEO_Corjet says:
<SCEO> EO: Good work!  I didn't notice that.  I can take it from here.

CTO_Danforth says:
::Laughs:: OPS: That's true.  Just make sure to get on his good side.

CNS_Alana says:
CSO: Yes, She is a bit nervous, but it goes with the territory.  I'm sure she will be all right once she gets settled in.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Goes to attention::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Snaps to attention::

OPS_Shirley says:
CTO: I hope to be on everyone good side.

CEO_Corjet says:
*Station Wide*: All Senior Staff report to the Briefing Room immediately. ::Quickly transfers command of Main Engineering to his Assistant Engineer and heads to the Briefing Room::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Watches as everyone snaps to attention and follows the Cadet across Operations to the Briefing Room::

CTO_Danforth says:
::Shakes his head:: Turbolift: Computer, redirect to Operations.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Stands from his desk, walks to the wall locker and inputs his security code, extracts the small box with the Starfleet Insignia and walks out of the briefing room::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Jones> ::Nods with a smile:: SCEO: Thank you.  We should be done in a matter of minutes.

CNS_Alana says:
CSO: By the way, you wanted to have a meeting with me today... ah perhaps… ::Hears the call to the Briefing Room::

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Escorts the Admiral into the Briefing Room and stands by the entrance::

CTO_Danforth says:
OPS: Sorry to cut this short, but we'd better get back.

FCO_Thomson says:
::Hears the call to the Briefing Room but stays at attention as the Admiral crosses OPS::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Grabs a couple PADDs and follows everyone to briefing room::

CTO_Danforth says:
OPS: First chance we get, I'll treat you to a grape soda in the bar.

OPS_Shirley says:
CTO: Not a problem.  That sounds nice, thanks.

CNS_Alana says:
CSO: Perhaps it will have to wait a little while, we'll see what happens in there.  ::Points towards the Ready Room::

CTO_Danforth says:
::The doors of the turbolift open up into Operations.  Exits and heads for the Briefing Room::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Enters Operations, looks around and sees a few new faces as he walks across Operations and enters the Briefing Room::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Enters the Briefing Room and opens her briefcase, placing a stack of PADDs on the conference table then moves to the side and stands waiting for the senior officers to be seated::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Takes her PADD and hurries after everyone else::

CTO_Danforth says:
::Enters the Briefing Room and takes his usual seat::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Types a quick message as he walks into the Briefing Room but waits to send it until everyone is seated::

CNS_Alana says:
::Stands and goes into the Briefing room, takes a seat::

OPS_Shirley says:
::Finds an empty seat and sits down.  Looks around::

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Standing quietly in the Briefing Room by one of the doors::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Exits the turbolift and quickly walks to the Briefing Room.  Steps in and salutes the Admiral:: Admiral: Commander Corjet Randy, Chief Engineer, Sir!  ::Moves towards his seat::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Walks to the end of the table, places his PADD and the box down, waits for the officers to arrive::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Waits until everyone else sits, not wanting to take their normal seats::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Returns the salute from the CEO::  CEO: Commander.  ::Nods::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Stands by his seat and waits for the others to come in.  Salutes his Captain::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Sees the FCO standing::  FCO: Ensign, you may be seated there ::Motions to a seat near the middle::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Sits at his usual seat::

CNS_Alana says:
::Takes a PADD out of her pocket and lays it on the table::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Hears the CO address and almost panics:: CO: Sir, yes, Sir.  ::Rushes to the seat he indicated::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Jones> ::Smiles and wipes his brow as he and his Team finish their work:: ALL: Good going.  Now lets move out.  Section 3, stand security detail.  I'll remain with you. ::Says farewells to the ship’s CEO and mans his station as temporary security::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Nods to the officers entering::

CTO_Danforth says:
::Looks to the FCO and pats the seat next to him, the one the CO indicated::  FCO: Have a seat, Mr. Thomson.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Salutes the others as they come in, still standing::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Raises eyebrow::  FCO: Just one "Sir" will suffice, Ensign.

CNS_Alana says:
::Snickers a little at CTO and watches reaction from FCO::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Jones> ::Sends a message to Main Engineering, expecting the CEO to be there::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Smiles as the crew finds their seats and waits for the meeting to begin::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Gulps:: CO: Understood, Sir.  ::Sits next to the CTO::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sits in his seat with a slight blush, but doesn't say a word::

CSO_Taliza says:
::After he's seated and the FCO is seated, sends his note to FCO, stating: "Thomson: You seem to be nervous.  How about joining me for a drink after our duty shift and I'll show you the ropes?  Cal"::

CTO_Danforth says:
FCO: Don't be nervous, Stephanie isn't it?

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Looks towards the CEO::  CEO: Cmdr, is everyone assembled?

FCO_Thomson says:
CTO: Commander.  Yes, Sir, Stephanie, although my friends call me “Steph”.  ::Her voice trails off::

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Unobtrusively guarding the door::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Hopes FCO hears her PADD beeping::

CTO_Danforth says:
FCO: Then I hope you let me call you “Steph”. ::Smiles at the obviously nervous FCO::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns to the Captain:: CO: Aye, Sir.

CTO_Danforth says:
FCO: And don't worry about our CEO.  He's always like this.

FCO_Thomson says:
::Blushes:: CTO: Of course, Sir.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Sees the CIV guarding the door::  CEO: Acknowledged.  ::Looks towards the crew::  All: Attention on Deck!

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns to the Cadet and motions for him to take a seat::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Comes to attention::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Goes to attention again::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Stands at attention::

OPS_Shirley says:
::Snaps to attention::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Jumps to attention, almost knocking over her chair::

CNS_Alana says:
::Stands at attention::

CTO_Danforth says:
::Stands at attention, catching the chair of the FCO::

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Went to take a seat, but then jumps to attention::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Looks across the ranks::  CNS: Ensign Torez, please step forward and face the crew.

FCO_Thomson says:
::Feels a blush infuse her face again, as the CTO caught her chair::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Raises an eyebrow::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles with a slight grin as he watches the Counselor::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Hopes the FCO reads his note that is on her PADD, which is beeping very loudly::

CNS_Alana says:
::Steps forward toward the CO and turns around to face the crew::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Picks up his box and walks over towards the Counselor, stops in front of her, opens the box, pulls out a single hollow pip::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Finally realizes it's her PADD beeping, but doesn't want to turn it off as she is at attention::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
CNS: I am certain that I am not alone in saying that you have been an invaluable asset to this crew.  Your guidance has saved many lives and led many people through difficult times.  We have always been able to count on you, which is why you have earned the respect and gratitude of the entire crew.

CNS_Alana says:
::Gasping inside herself::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
CNS: It is for these reasons and many more that it is my honor and privilege to promote you to the rank of Lieutenant, Junior Grade with all the rights and privileges thereof.  ::Pins the pip on the Counselor's collar, salutes and offers his hand::  Congratulations, Lieutenant!  ::Hopes he did not poke her::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles greatly and grins as he applauds::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Smiles as the CO pins the pip on the CNS's collar::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Claps for the CNS::

OPS_Shirley says:
::Claps for the CNS::

CNS_Alana says:
::Suppresses the sting of the pinprick, then extends her hand to the CO::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Smiles and claps softly in the corner::

CTO_Danforth says:
::Claps for Alana::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Quickly reaches down to turn off the beeper, hoping no one notices her lapse from attention::

CNS_Alana says:
CO: Thank you, Sir!

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Shakes the CNS's hand::  All: Now if you will all stay at attention for our anthem.  ::Turns to face the Federation Flag::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Blushes slightly as he started clapping prematurely::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns to face the UFP flag and salutes it::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Hears the beep stop, hopes the message is still on there, then salutes UFP flag::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Pivots to face the UFP Flag and salutes::

CNS_Alana says:
::Turns toward Federation Flag and salutes::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Goes to ease as the anthem ends::  All: at ease, please take your seats.

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Moves forward extending her hand to the CNS:: CNS: Congratulations, Lieutenant.

CNS_Alana says:
Admiral: Thank you, Sir!

CSO_Taliza says:
::Takes seat::

OPS_Shirley says:
::Sits down::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Sighs inwardly and takes her seat::

CTO_Danforth says:
::Takes his seat::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Takes his seat and motions for the Cadet to sit next to him::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Looks to the CO and nods.  Moves forward::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
All: Now, please give the Admiral your full attention.  ::Nods to the Admiral::

CNS_Alana says:
::Turns and walks back to her seat::

OPS_Shirley says:
::Looks up at the admiral::

CTO_Danforth says:
::Gives admiral his full attention::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Turns attention to the Admiral::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
All: Well, now that the ceremony is completed, we can get down to business.

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Gives the second officer a puzzled look and then looks toward the Admiral.  Continues to guard the door::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
What I am about to divulge is classified information.  No one in this room is to admit to or speak of this information to anyone outside of those present.  ::Moves to the wall panel and taps the controls activating the display screen and clears her throat::

CNS_Alana says:
::Stands next to her seat as Admiral begins speaking::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Nods to the Admiral and then scans the room quickly::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Turns to the Admiral::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Straightens his uniform and listens to the Admiral::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
ACTION: The image of four pink-colored crystals appears on the screen.

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Turns to face the crew:: All: Argollian Crystals, a set of four very powerful crystals that date back one thousand years in Argollian history.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Sees the pink crystals appear on the presentation screen::

CNS_Alana says:
::Looks at the pretty crystals on the screen::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
During a time referred to as the Great Argollian War, the Argollians, a now extinct species developed a weapon of mass destruction so powerful it was said to have caused their extinction.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks to the crystal and then back to the Admiral::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Examines the crystals on the screen::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Frowns as she looks at the screen::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
After 200 years, an archeological expedition from Orlandria II uncovered the weapon intact among the ruins on Argolla Prime.  They transported the weapon back to their labs and studied it for approximately 7 years before dismantling it after confirming it was indeed a weapon of mass destruction.

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
Over the next several years they sold off all the pieces of the weapon to various neighboring governments and sent the four crystals to a museum for display in their historical section.

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
According to information obtained from the Orlandria government, the four crystals are harmless unless precisely inserted in a specific order into the fully assembled weapon.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks to the Captain and then waves his head over towards the Cadet standing at the door.  Then quickly turns his full attention back to the Admiral and starts making mental notes::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Thinks: A weapon?::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Walks around the table::  Two weeks ago the Orlandria government approached the Federation requesting their assistance in recovering the crystals, recently stolen from the museum.  During their investigation of the theft, it was discovered the other pieces of the weapon were also stolen from the governments that had originally purchased them.

CNS_Alana says:
::Starts making notes on the PADD laying on the table::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
In comparing the evidence of all the reported thefts it was discovered all had exhibited the same modus operandi pointing to a radical group known as the Order of Rameus.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Can already guess where this is going::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
This group is made up of radicals from several species.  Their numbers are well over 500 and growing. They are bent on overthrowing all governments who oppose their radical beliefs.  They are well armed and dangerous and should be approached with caution.

FCO_Thomson says:
::Eyes widen as she listens::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
More information is contained in these PADDs.  ::Picks up the stack of PADDs and walks around the room handing them to the crew::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Takes a PADD::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
Latest Starfleet intelligence reports indicate the crystals may be headed to Kootenai Station to be passed along to their contact in this sector.  Your major objective is to locate and confiscate the crystals.  If you are able, gather any and all information you can about the Order of Rameus.

FCO_Thomson says:
::Nervously takes a PADD from the Admiral::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Takes a PADD from the Admiral, activates it and begins reading the data::

OPS_Shirley says:
::Takes the PADD::

CTO_Danforth says:
::Takes the PADD and examines the information::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Hears Rameus and thinks “Romulans” but continues to listen and watch the Admiral.  Takes the PADD given to him and looks it over::

CNS_Alana says:
::Takes the PADD as the Admiral passes it to her::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Raises hand::

CTO_Danforth says:
::Likes the challenge that the Admiral is presenting::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Hands a PADD to the Cadet and smiles.  Turns back to the crew:: All: Are there any questions?

CNS_Alana says:
::Reads information and immediately begins to think, that something like this could easily become a hostage situation::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Hand still in air::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns to the CSO and nods, then goes back to studying his PADD::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Reads the information, not knowing what to think::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Sees the CSO with his hand in the air:: CSO: Lieutenant?

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Accepts the PADD, holding it behind him::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO/Admiral: Do these people have the same goals as the old Terran terrorist group, Al-Qaeda?

CNS_Alana says:
::Raises Hand::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
CSO: I'm sorry, Lieutenant, but I am not familiar with Al-Qaeda.

FCO_Thomson says:
::Al-who?  Feels totally lost::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO/Admiral: It seems, if my history lessons serve me right, Al-Qaeda, led by Saudi millionaire Osama bin Laden, were out to destroy the United States and make it an Islamic government.  It tried to procure nuclear weapons, but President George W. Bush's government and the U.S. Army were able to vanquish them in 2005.

CTO_Danforth says:
::Raises hand::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Sees the CNS and CTO, both with questions::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Listens as the CSO speaks:: CSO: Really?  I don't think the Order of Rameus is anything like this Osama bin Laden person however, they are out to destroy anyone who oppose their political views.

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Nods to the CTO:: CTO: Commander, you have a question?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks over the data on the PADD then turns to the CNS and CTO then to the Admiral::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Starts to raise her hand, but quickly puts it back down::

CTO_Danforth says:
::Nods:: Admiral: Yes, Sir, two questions.  One, do we have any physical descriptions of this order?  Do they share a common insignia or hand signal or something?  And two, what are the political goals of the Order and by what means do we identify them?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Nods with a smile to the FCO, letting her know to ask her question::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Nods, as the CTO asked her question::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Turns to his PADD that he brought in and sends another note to FCO... "Steph: Ask questions if you have them."::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Sees the CEO smiling at her and attempts to return it, but it comes out more like a grimace::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Taps away at the PADD looking for more information about the weapon::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
CTO: All the information you need is contained in the PADD's.  If you require further information beyond what is there, I suggest you access the database.  You will find references in the secured files, which I am sure you have security access codes for.

FCO_Thomson says:
::Jumps as her PADD starts beeping again and thinks it must be malfunctioning - quickly stops the beeping::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Nods to the CNS:: CNS: Counselor?

OPS_Shirley says:
::Looks over at the FCO::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Motions to FCO to look at her PADD::

CNS_Alana says:
::Realizes that her question still may be contained in the database, but decides to ask any way::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Hears the Admiral and then enters his Command codes and starts accessing information about the weapons construction.  He hopes to eliminate possible suspects by the materials and resources needed for the weapon::

CNS_Alana says:
CO/Admiral: It is not indicated here, but have there been any demands by the groups yet?

FCO_Thomson says:
::Tries to access the files on the PADD to see what the political views of the group are::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
CNS: Not as yet.  We believe they are waiting until the weapon is fully activated.  The crystals are the only things left for them to obtain.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
Admiral: Sir, is there any way to scan for these crystals?  Any specific patterns we can set our sensors to pick up on?

CNS_Alana says:
Admiral/CO: Then we have to find each of them, the groups and the crystals before they can get together.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks back over the data on the weapons construction and then the make up of the crystals.  Then formulates possible substitutes for the weapon::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
CO: I believe so, Captain but I am not sure what exactly these crystals are composed of.  A bit of research by your CSO should reveal something.


Host Admiral_Trevor says:
CNS: Yes.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Nods::

CNS_Alana says:
::Nods::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Hears himself mentioned:: Admiral: You can count on me, Sir.

OPS_Shirley says:
::Raises hand:: Admiral: Will there be any other Starfleet personal in on this mission with us or only the Kootenai Crew?

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
OPS: Only the crew in this room, Lieutenant.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks to his fellow Bajoran and smiles::

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Thinks: That's me too... DANG!  Needs to finish his paper::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Can't seem to figure out the filing system and accesses information about the crystals instead::

CSO_Taliza says:
Admiral: Sir, do I have permission to involve my assistants, Ensign John B. Goode and CPO Susan Plenty?

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
CSO: You may give them specific orders but you may not divulge information related to the mission.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Stands up:: ALL: From my initial findings... ::Takes a deep breath:: this weapon is more powerful than we ourselves have in our arsenal. ::Looks sternly at the crew:: It's imperative that we do all we can do to retrieve the crystals.

CSO_Taliza says:
Admiral: So I can let them know what to research, but not why?

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
CSO: Yes.

CSO_Taliza says:
Admiral: Aye, Sir.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
Admiral: It seems we have all the information we require, will there be anything else, Sir?

FCO_Thomson says:
::Wonders if someone should go undercover and pretend to be one of these radicals::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Looks to the CO:: CO: Nothing further.  I will leave you to your task.  Good luck to all of you.  ::Picks up her briefcase and heads for the door nodding to the Cadet::

CNS_Alana says:
::Wonders if an undercover mission will be done::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Looks at the CTO and thinks: He looks like a good candidate::

CIV_Ferrone says:
::Follows the Admiral::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Stands as the Admiral exits::

FCO_Thomson says:
::Snaps to attention::

CTO_Danforth says:
::Begins thinking about all the ways to tackle the situation::

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
::Exits the Briefing Room and heads for the turbolift with the Cadet::

CNS_Alana says:
::Picks up both PADDs::

CTO_Danforth says:
::Looks at the FCO and thinks it must be tough for a young Ensign::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Waits for the Admiral to leave::  All: you have yours orders, dismissed!

Host Admiral_Trevor says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Kootenai Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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